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Let J be the pseudovariety of all finite@rivial semigroups and let Q,,J denote the topological 
semigroup of all n-ary implicit operations on J. The semigroup Q,J is generated by the n compo- 
nent projections together with the 2”- 1 idempotents. Furthermore, Dn,,J is described as a free 
algebra of type (1,2) in a certain variety and the word problem is solved in this algebra. As a con- 
sequence, Q,J is countable, which settles a conjecture proposed by I. Simon. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the study of the class J of all finiteg-trivial semi- 
groups. Several authors have studied the pseudovariety J and its connections with 
piecewise testable languages (cf. [l l-131). Here, we solve a problem proposed by 
Simon using implicit operations on J. 
On the free monoid A* over a finite alphabet A, consider the metric given by 
d(u, u) = 2-‘, where r is the largest integer such that u and u have precisely the same 
subwords of length at most r. This metric was introduced by Simon in connection 
with his studies of piecewise testability of languages (cf. [8, Section 6.21). In a 
private communication, Pin mentioned to me the following question proposed by 
Simon: does (A*,d) have a countable completion? Later, Simon told me that the 
problem was motivated by attempts to apply ergodic theory to the theory of finite 
semigroups. As it is easily verified that the completion of (A*, d) is homeomorphic 
to the space afl J of all n-ary implicit operations on J (where n = IA I), Simon’s 
question really deals with QnJ. 
However, Q,J is not just a metric space. It is also a topological semigroup in 
which a unary operation x H xw is defined such that, for 7c E fi,J, PTC = mw, 
(n”)” = 7P, and 71 = x2 if and only if n = zw. We call a semigroup endowed with a 
unary operation satisfying these conditions an w-semigroup. Our first main theorem 
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states that, as a semigroup, W,J is generated by the n component projections 
together with the 2”- 1 idempotents. In particular, Q,,J is countable, providing an 
affirmative solution to Simon’s problem. Moreover, we show that fi,,J is the free 
semigroup with a unary operation over the set {xi,. . . , x,} in the variety defined by 
the identities 
(xy)” = (yx)w = (xW_PY, 
xwx = xw = xxw. 
(x”)” = xw. 
An effective solution of the word problem for this w-semigroup is also given. As a 
biproduct of our results, we give a new proof of the classical characterization of the 
languages over finite alphabets recognizable by members of J due to Simon [ 111. But 
the solution of the word problem for fiTn J as an o-semigroup has far-reaching con- 
sequences. See [5,6] for applications in the study of pseudovarieties containing J. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader is familiar with elementary semigroup theory and rational 
languages (see, e.g., [9]), and also with basic notions of universal algebra (cf. [7]). 
Implicit operations are used throughout this paper. For an introduction to this con- 
cept and its significance in the study of pseudovarieties and rational languages, the 
reader is referred to [l, 2, lo]. 
Let E? be any class of algebras of a given type. An n-ary implicit operation on k3 
is a family TC = (;TI~)~ t w where ;TC~ : A ’ +A is any function such that the diagram 
commutes for any homomorphism h : A + B and any A, BE i?. The set of all implicit 
operations of arity n on ‘?3 is denoted by a,,‘CZ. Of course, any n-ary term (i.e., any 
polynomial in n variables using just the basic operations of the given type) defines 
an implicit operation, which is said to be explicit. We denote by Q,,g the set of all 
n-ary explicit operations on E?. Interpreting the basic operations in a pointwise 
fashion, D,,i3? becomes an algebra of the same type and Q,fC is the subalgebra 
generated by the n component projections, which we will generally represent by 
xi,..., n. X 
Suppose now that V is a pseudovariety of finite algebras of a finite type consisting 
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of finitary operations. Endow G,,V with the least topology rendering continuous all 
homomorphisms fi,,V --) A with A E V viewed as a discrete algebra-the so-called 
V-adic topology. The topology induced on 0,V is also the V-adic topology. 
Topologized in this way, D,V becomes a totally disconnected compact topological 
algebra in which the subalgebra Q,V is dense. Moreover, fl,,V is a metrizable 
space. A natural metric on C?,V is given as follows: for rc, Q E Q,,V, let d(z, Q) = 2-’ 
where 
r=min{lAj:AEV, A&n=@}. 
In particular, we have the following necessary and sufficient condition for con- 
vergence of sequences in D,,V: the sequence (r~~)~ converges to rc in fi,,V if and only 
if, for every integer 7, there is k, such that, for all A E V with JA 1 I r and all kr k,, 
A k zk= 71 (meaning (xk)A = ZA). 
Say that a subset L of a semigroup T is V-recognizable if there is a homomor- 
phism h : T+ S with SE V and there is KC S such that L = h-‘(K). Then, L c Q,V 
is V-recognizable if and only if, L is closed in 0,V and its closure t in Q,,V is 
open. In other words, the V-recognizable subsets of Q,V are the intersections with 
Q,V of clopen (i.e., closed and open) subsets of O,,V. 
(For details on the above results, see [l, 2,3].) 
Proposition 2.1. A sequence o of elements of Q,,V converges in Q,V if and only 
if, for any V-recognizable L c sZ,V, 0 lies almost ah (i.e., all but a finite number 
of terms of o do) either in L or in its complement. 
Proof. Since QnV is compact and totally disconnected, each point admits a neigh- 
bourhood base consisting of clopen sets (cf. [14]). The result follows by standard 
topological arguments. 0 
From this point on, we restrict our attention to semigroups (or monoids, when 
convenient). The value sw of the operation xc xw on an element s of a finite 
semigroup S is the unique idempotent in the subsemigroup generated by s; denoting 
by S the class of all finite semigroups, this defines an element of 0,s. For a set _Z 
of ‘pseudoidentities’ (i.e., formal equalities of implicit operations on S of the same 
arity), [I Z:71 denotes the class of all SE S such that St= TZ = Q for all pseudoidentities 
7r=~ in Z. 
The class J of all finiteg-trivial semigroups may be given as follows 
J = [I (xy)” = ( YX)~,X~X = ~“1 = [I (xy)“x = (xy)” = y(xy)“]. 
Theorem 2.2. (Azevedo [6]). The formula 
c(x) = {xi : zs : S” -+ S depends on the ith component for some SE J ) 
defines a continuous homomorphism from a,J into the semilattice of all subsets 
of the set {x,,..., xn} under union such that C(Xi) = {x,}. 0 
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We call c(r) the content of 71. Since Q2,J is a discrete semigroup isomorphic to 
the free semigroup on the set {x1, . . . , x,}, we view the elements of Q,,,l as words 
on the alphabet {x1, . . . , xn}. Then, for w E Q2, J, c(w) is the usual letter content of w. 
To conclude this section, we indicate some important pseudoidentities which hold 
in J. 
Lemma 2.3. (a) For any permutation a of { 1, . . . , r}, 
J I= (x1 ***x,)” = (x,1 1.. xary. 
(b) J I= (xY)~ = (x”y”)“. 
Proof. (a) Using the pseudoidentity (xy)” = (yx)“, the statement is clearly true for 
any cyclic permutation of ( 1, . . . , r} (in this cyclic order). Thus, also using (xy)” = 
(XY)~X and y(xy)” = (xy)“, we obtain 
J t= (x1 ..a~,)” = (x,,+, “.x,x, . ..x.,)” 
= . . . = 
(Xl *.. x,)“x,, -.. x,, analogously 
= (Xl **a x,)yxal .--x,,)” since members of J are finite 
= . . . = 
(x,1 *** x,,)” just as above. 
(b) In view of (a) and since each member of J satisfies some pseudoidentity 
xw = xk, we see that J E (xY)~ = ((xy)“)” = (x”y”)“. 0 
Corollary 2.4. For n, Q E O,J, J E TC”‘= ew if and only if c(n) = C(Q). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.3, it follows that, if WEQ,J and c(w)= {x,, . . ..x..}, then 
J~w~=(x,“~~~x,“)“. Hence the desired result holds for n, @ E 52, J. The general 
case follows by continuity of the operation x- xw (cf. [l]) and continuity of c 
(Theorem 2.2) since s2,J is dense in Q,,J. q 
Corollary 2.5. fi,,J has 2” - 1 idempotents. 0 
3. Generators for QnJ 
For w, u E O,J, let [z] denote the largest integer r such that z/ is a subword of 
w, i.e., considering words as finite sequences of letters, U” is a subsequence of w. 
We represent by L [u] the set of all w E Q,J such that [:] 11 and we let L [u, r] = 
L[u’] \ L[u’+l]. Note that 
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L[u,r] = {wEQ,J: =r), 
L[u’] = Q,J, L[u’] = u L[u,s] 
S>T 
where we write u” for the empty word and the union is disjoint. 
Let A, = {x, , . . . ,x,} and let A,* denote the free monoid on the set A,. As we 
have already observed, 0,J is a free semigroup on A,, so that A,* is just another 
notation for the monoid QbJ. 
For k> 0, consider the following binary relation -k on A,*: for u, u E A,*, u-~ IJ 
if u and u have the same subwords of length 5 k. Note that -k is a congruence of 
finite index on A,*. Since, for x, y E A,, we have (x~)~-~ (y~)~ and xktl -k xk, the 
quotient A,*/ ‘Ik lies in J. Hence, each of the languages 
Z&) = {UEA,*: U-k U} 
is J-recognizable. Since Lk( 1) = { 1 } , -k restricts to a congruence on Q2,J, and so, 
for u E O,J, ZI((u) is a J-recognizable subset of Q,J. For u E 9; J, L[u] C QA J is 
obviously a union of -k-classes, where k is the length of u. Hence L[u] is J- 
recognizable and, therefore, so is L[u, r]. (These results are quite well known; see, 
e.g., 191.1 
Lemma 3.1. (a) If (7 = (Wk)k is a sequence in Q,,J which converges in Q,,J and 
u E Q;2, J, then [z] = limk+o, [T] exists in N U {m}. 
(b) Zf o and T are two sequences in Q, J and lim o = lim r in a, J, then [z] = [L] 
for all UEQ,,J. 
Proof. In view of the above, o is almost all in L[u, r] if and only if [z] =r; (5 is 
almost all in L[u’] for all r if and only if [E] = 00. By Proposition 2.1, one of these 
conditions must hold if o converges in sZ,J. The same type of argument yields 
(b). 0 
For TC E Q5, J and u E Q, J, let [E] = [E] where (7 is any sequence in 52, J converging 
to n. We next give a useful characterization of regularity in Q,J in combinatorial 
terms. 
Theorem 3.2. Let II l fi,,J. Then ZI = 71’ if and only if [:I = 00 where u= fl {xi: 
XiEC(71)). 
Proof. We first point out that the condition [E] = 03 is independent of the order of 
the factors in the definition of u. Suppose that this condition holds. 
Let SEJ and let ~EQ~J be such that c(n)=c(w), S~n=w, and r=[r]>lSl. 
Then there is a factorization w= ui ... u, such that [:I = 1 (i= 1, . . . , r). Given 
si,...,s,~S, write o’=u(s,,...,s,) for UEQ,J and let tj=u;..*uJ. Then, since 
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r> ISI, there are indices i<j such that t;= tj. Hence ti=tj= t,(u/+ 1 *.. u;) and, 
therefore, 
ti= tj(ZL:+ 1 “. U;)” = ti((Ui+ 1 “’ Uj),)’ = t;(Zl”)‘. 
It follows that 
w’ = (u, . . . 
Ui-1UwZ4j+~ 
. . . q)’ = (u”)’ = (w2)!, 
and so JETC*=W~=W=TI. 
Conversely, suppose that x = rc* and let rr = limk,o wk with WkE sZ,J. Then 
lim k_m wi=limk+, wk and so limk+, [“,;]=limk+, [:I by Lemma 3.1(b). But 
[ “,:I> [z] for sufficiently large k if r = ic(lr)l . Hence [:I = 03. 0 
The preceding proof is due to Azevedo who has extended it to larger pseudo- 
varieties (cf. [6]). (In preliminary versions of this paper, the author used a result of 
Straubing and Therien [13] concerning finite partially ordered monoids.) 
We now come to the first main result of this work. 
Theorem 3.3. The semigroup n,,J is generated by the n component projections 
together with the 2” - 1 idempotents. 
Proof. To conveniently formulate the induction argument in the proof, we intro- 
duce some notation. Let &‘{x,, . . . ,x,} denote the set of all nonempty words on the 
alphabet {xi, . . . , x,,} without repeated letters. Totally order d{x,, . . . ,x,,} by a rela- 
tion I such that ~uI<IuI~u<u. 
For n E sl,J, let V(Z) represent the number of words u E&?{x~, . . . ,x,} such that 
[L] =O. For convenience, we also adjoin an identity element 1 to Q,J to obtain a 
monoid 0: J and we let [A] = 0 for all U. 
Note that, if TC E QA J and v(n) is maximal, then 7~ = 1. We proceed by induction 
on v(n). Suppose that all rc E QLJ such that v(x)>r are products of component 
projections and idempotents. Let rr EOAJ be such that v(n) =r. If [z] E (0, a} 
for all U, then n= rr* by Theorem 3.2 and we are done. Otherwise, let u be the 
minimum in uPe{xi, .. . . x,} such that O<[E]<oo. Let wkER,,J (k=1,2,...) be 
such that limk,a wk=n and [:]=[t] for all k (cf. Lemma 3.1(a)). Write wk= 
WkOXi,Wkl “‘xi,wkp where x,, ... Xi,, = us, s = [E] and each wkj E 9: J is, in succession, 
as short as possible. Since GAJ is compact, we may assume that each of the se- 
quences (Wkj)k Converges and We let 71j = limk+, wkj. Then V(Zj) > r for j = 0, . . . , p 
since [2] =O. By the induction hypothesis, each Tcj is a product of component pro- 
jections and idempotents, whence so is n=rrOx,,rrI . ..xgn.. 0 
Corollary 3.4. QnJ is countable. 0 
In contrast with Corollary 3.4, we would like to mention that fi,S is uncount- 
able and so is fi2K where K= [x”y=x”l (cf. [4]). 
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4. a,,J as an co-semigroup 
In the Introduction, we defined a new type of algebras which we called o- 
semigroups. In view of the defining conditions, it is clear that o-semigroups form 
a quasivariety. All finite semigroups are examples of w-semigroups where the unary 
operation is x - xw as described in Section 2. Since for any class ‘EZ of finite 
semigroups, a,,‘&? is a subdirect product of members of %, 05,g lies in the 
quasivariety generated by % (cf. [l]). In particular, each such a,VZ is an o- 
semigroup. 
Lemma 4.1. As an o-semigroup, W,J is generated by the n component pro- 
jections. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary to Theorem 3.3. 0 
In [l], we showed how to view W,J as an algebra in which finitary operations on 
J are interpreted as new operations. In view of Theorem 3.3, all these new opera- 
tions are terms for o-semigroups. From [l, Corollary 2.81, it follows that Oi, J is 
J-free as an o-semigroup, i.e., for SE J and sr, . . . ,.s, E S, there is a unique 
homomorphism of o-semigroups v, : 8, J + S such that q(Xi) = si (i = 1, . , . , n). 
Thus, we have the following: 
Lemma 4.2. O,,J is free on the set {x1, .. . , x,,} in the variety of semigroups with a 
unary operation generated by J. 0 
Call rr EQ,,S a J-idempotent if V E x2 = TC. By the proof of Theorem 3.3 and 
using the pseudoidentities defining J, we may write any z EQ,S as a product 
7r= 7107ri ..a rc, in such a way that: 
(i) each factor ni is a J-idempotent or an explicit operation; 
(ii) for two consecutive J-idempotent factors Zi and rri+ ,, the sets c(rc;) and 
c(ni+ t) are incomparable; 
(iii) no two consecutive factors ;rCi and Al;+] are both explicit; 
(iv) if rc, is an explicit factor followed by a J-idempotent factor rci+, , then the 
last letter of ?ri is not in c(n;+ t); 
(v) if 71; is a J-idempotent factor followed by an explicit factor rc,+t , then the 
first letter of 7r,+, is not in C(7li). 
We then say that n =rrorrl ... rc, is a canonical form for rr-the choice of words 
being justified by Theorem 4.7. 
For n, Q E !S,,J, write TK=Q if, for all u E Q,!J, 
Consider the algebraic type consisting of one binary operation ((x, y) - xy) and 
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one unary operation (x c) x”). A r-term will be called a word if the unary operation 
does not intervene in it; a word is linear if no variable occurs repeated in it. Let Y 
be the variety of this type defined by the set C consisting of the identities 
(x_Y)z = x(yz), 
(xy)” = (yx)” = (x”y”)“, 
xwx = xw = xxw, (x”)” = xw. 
We write CE u = u to indicate that the identity u = u is a consequence of Z. 
Lemma 4.3. (a) ZExwxw=xw. 
(b) ZE (xy)“x= (x#” =y(x_V. 
(c) If 71 is a r-term, then 27~ T? = uw, where u is the product, in any order, of 
the variables occurring in n. 
Proof. (a) Zt--xwxw = (x~)~X~ = (x”)” =xw. 
(b) Using Z; we obtain (xy)” = (y”x”)” = (y”x”)“y”x” and so (xY)~ = (xY)~x. 
The identity (xy)” = y(xy)” is obtained similarly. 
(c) From the identities in Z’, we may deduce 
(Xl -.. x,)” = ((x, ... x,)“x,l ... x,,)” as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 
= ((Xl ... xy(xa~ ... x,,)“)” 
= (Xl ... -G-%1 ... x,,)“)” 
= (% . . . x,,)” just as above. q 
Taking the usual interpretation of the binary and unary operations, we view s?~ J
as a r-algebra, so that, to each z-term, corresponds an implicit operation on J. We 
carry over definitions such as [E] and rc=@ via this correspondence. In view of 
Lemma 4.3, using Z, every r-term may be reduced to a canonical form 7co~l 1.. xr: 
the analogs of the above conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied, where ‘J-idempotent’ is 
replaced by ‘of the form uw for a linear word u’ and ‘explicit’ is replaced by 
‘word’. 
For r-terms TC and Q in canonical form, we write n = Q if 7r and Q coincide up to 
the order of the letters in the word u in the factors of the form z/“. Our next aim 
is to prove the following result: 
Proposition 4.4. If rt and Q are T-terms in canonical form such that n =Q, then 
7Z=Q. 
In order to prove Proposition 4.4, we will have to study more closely the com- 
binatorial structure of r-terms in canonical form. For this purpose, we fix throughout 
a r-term TI in canonical form with a canonical factorization given by rc=7c1~~~7r,.. 
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Say that a word w may be extracted from uw if c(w) G c(u). More generally, say 
that a word w may be extracted from TL if there is a factorization w = w,...w, such 
that each Wi is a subword of Zi in case 7ci s explicit and wi may be extracted from 
Zi if 7Ci s of the form uw. Such a factorization of w (together with a specific fac- 
torization of each explicit factor 71i yielding Wi as a subword) is said to be a way to 
extract w from 71. 
Lemma 4.5. Let w be a word. Then [i] > 0 if and only if w may be extracted from 
77. 
Proof. Recall that [k] >0 means that there are factorizations w=x,...x, (as a 
word) and II = ~~~~~~ +..x,Q, (in QAJ). Clearly we can use a way to extract w from 
TI to obtain such factorizations. For the converse, let u, be a word obtained from 
7~ by replacing each occurrence of a factor of the form z.P’ by u”. Then, since [i] = 
lim n+m [:I, w is a subword of u, for all sufficiently large n. Since each u, may 
obviously be extracted from n, we conclude that w may be extracted from 7~. 0 
A radical of n is any word w obtained by replacing each factor TC; of the form 
2 by a word U’ of minimal length such that: 
(a) ~(24’) = c(u); 
(b) the first letter of u’ does not lie in c(u) if 7Ci_ 1 is of the form uw; 
(c) the last letter of U’ does not lie in c(u) if Xi+ 1 is of the form uw. 
For example, the words xy . zxz. yxt and xy . z.xz. tyx are radicals of 
(xu)“W”(xuO”. 
Lemma 4.6. There is only one way to extract each radical of 7~. 
Proof. Let w be a radical of 71 and let w = w1 “.w, be the way to extract w from 7c 
resulting from the definition of radical. Let w= w;*..w; be another way to extract 
w from 71. Then there is some ie { 1, . . . , r} such that wl”.wi is a proper prefix or 
a proper suffix of w; *..w;. Without loss of generality, we may assume the first case 
holds. Note that, if ~j is explicit, then Wj = X; and SO wj is a subword of Wj. It 
follows that there is some jE{ 1, . . . . i- l} such that ~j is of the form uw and 
X,_YEC(U) where x is the last letter of Wj and _Y is the first letter of Wj+ 1, in con- 
tradiction with the definition of radical. 0 
There are usually various places in a radical of YZ where we can insert letters to 
obtain a word which can still be extracted from II. The next proposition identifies 
the places and the letters where this cannot be done. 
Proposition 4.1. Let w = wl+.. w, be a radical of rc and let w’ be a word obtained 
from w by inserting a letter x between two consecutive letters y, z in w such that 
one of the following conditions holds: 
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(a) yz comes from wi and 71; is explicit; 
(b) yz comes from wi, 7~; is of the form I/” and xec(u); 
(c) y comes from w,, z comes from wi+, , one of TC; and 7ci+, is of the form LP 
and the other is explicit, and xec(u); 
(d) y comes from wi, z comes from wi+, , TC, is of the form uw, 7ci+, is of the 
form vu, and x6 c(u) U c(v). 
Then w’ cannot be extracted from n. 
Proof. Just observe that, in each case, a way of extracting w’ from n would lead 
to a way of extracting w from n different from w= wr...w,. 0 
Consider now two types of factors of a word u relative to the term n: 
(A) maximal factors t such that, inserting in u any letter between two consecutive 
letters of t, we obtain a word which cannot be extracted from n and, either 1 tl > 1 
or ItI = 1 and, replacing in v the chosen occurrence of t by t2, we obtain a word 
which cannot be extracted from n; 
(B) maximal factors t such that, replacing in v any given occurrence of a variable 
x in t by xy or yx with y~c(t), we obtain a word which may be extracted from II. 
Note that there can be no overlapping between a factor of type A and a factor of 
type A or B, but there may be some overlapping between factors of type B. 
Lemma 4.8. Let w= w, ‘.‘w, be the way to extract a radical of rt. Then each factor 
wi of w is either of type A or B according to whether the corresponding factor xi 
of rt is or is not explicit. 
Proof. Let I be a factor of w of type A. Then, in the way of extracting w from rc, 
t must come entirely from a single explicit factor. On the other hand, by Proposition 
4.7(a),(c), each factor w, corresponding to an explicit factor ni of n must be of type 
A. Thus, these wi are the factors of w of type A. 
Consider now a factor t of w of type B. By the definitions of canonical form and 
radical, in the way of extracting w from n, t must come entirely from a single non- 
explicit factor. Since every factor wi corresponding to a non-explicit factor rc; of rt 
is certainly included in a factor of w of type B by Proposition 4.7(b), we conclude 
that these wi are precisely the factors of w of type B. 0 
More generally, we have the following statement: 
Lemma 4.9. Let w= WI... w, be the way to extract a radical of x and let w’ be a 
word having w as a subword which may be extracted from n. Then there is a fac- 
torization w’ = w;. . . wi such that, for each i E { 1, . . . , r}, one of the following condi- 
tions holds: 
(a) w; is a factor of w’ of type A and WI= w;; 
(b) w! is included in a factor of w’ of type B with the same content, Wi is a sub- 
word of wi and c(wr) = c( w;). 
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Moreover, no two adjacent factors w; and wi+ , are included in the same factor of 
w’ of type B; and, for every factor t of wf of type B and any way of realizing w as 
a subword of w’, there is a unique factor Wi of w of type B which comes entirely 
from t and such that c(t) = c(w;). 
Proof. By Proposition 4.7, since w’ may be extracted from rc and w is a subword 
of w’, there is a factorization w’= w;...w; such that, for i= 1, . . . . r, Wi is a subword 
of wi and: in case Wi is a factor of w of type A, w: is a minimal factor of w’ having 
W; as a subword; in case Wi is a factor of w of type B, C(Wi) = c(w:). Then, using 
Proposition 4.7, it is easy to check that this factorization of w’ has the desired pro- 
perties. 0 
Lemma 4.10. Given two words u1 and u2 which may be extracted from rc, there is 
a word v which may be extracted from n admitting u1 and u2 as subword with 
IUI 5 lull + 14. 
Proof. The result is clear if 7~ is a word. Let (tk)k be a sequence of words converg- 
ing to rc in B,J. We may assume ur and u2 are both subwords of all t,. Then, for 
each k, there is some uk with the desired property with respect to tk. Since 
1 ukl 5 Iul / + lu21 for all k, some word v occurs infinitely often as a uk and so v may 
be extracted from X. q 
We may now establish Proposition 4.4 as follows: 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. By Lemma 4.10 and the hypothesis, there is some word 
w such that w may be extracted from rr and Q and w admits as subwords a radical 
of n and a radical of Q. We then have factorizations w = wll...wlr and w = w21...w2s 
according to Lemma 4.9 respectively associated with rr and Q. But, since n =Q, a 
factor of w is of type A (respectively contained in a factor of type B) with respect 
to n if and only if this is the case with respect to Q. It follows that the factors in 
the two factorizations that satisfy condition (a) of Lemma 4.9 are the same and ap- 
pear in the same positions in w. 
Let wri be one of the remaining factors in the first factorization. By Lemma 
4.o ), there is some factor t of w of type B which includes wri and such that 
c(t) = c(w,;) is the content of the corresponding non-explicit factor of n. But t also 
includes a unique of the remaining factors Wzi’ in the second factorization such that 
c(t) = C(Wzi’) is the content of the corresponding non-explicit factor of rc. Using this 
observation and say, proceeding from left to right in each sector of w left after iden- 
tifying the factors of type A, it is now clear that n-e. 0 
Having done all the technical combinatorial analysis of canonical r-terms above, 
we are now ready to draw some interesting consequences. 
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Theorem 4.11. The o-semigroup O,,J is free over the set {x1, .. . ,x,,} in the variety 
7% 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that _Z is a basis for the r-identities 
satisfied by J. By Lemma 2.3, clearly J satisfies the identities in Z. 
Conversely, if IC and Q are r-terms such that J E 71 =Q, we wish to show that 
Zt- rr = Q. Since we may assume that n and Q are in canonical form, it suffices to 
show that n =Q. But, for rt E fi, J, [t] >O is equivalent to rc E L[u] and the 
language L[u] is J-recognizable. Hence Jt= rc =Q yields rc=@ and so X-Q by Pro- 
position 4.4. 0 
Theorem 4.12. Let z = zo7r1 “‘7~~ and Q = eoel ...Q, be factorizations of members of 
a,S satisfying conditions (i)-(v). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) JE~=Q; 
(b) 71 I,=@ I_,; 
(c) r=s, c(n;)=c(~~) (i=O, . . . . r), and, if one of ni or ei is explicit, then so is the 
other and rCi=ei. 
Proof. Since the restriction mapping zc y 7~ IJ is injective on Q,S, we may as well 
take rc, Q, n;, and ej to be in Q,J. Then (b) becomes the condition rr=@ and we 
may take the idempotent factors n, and ej to be of the form uw with u E Q, J. 
Clearly (c) * (a), and (a) * (b) was already obtained in the proof of Theorem 
4.11. Finally, for the proof of (b) * (c), we may deal with r-terms in canonical form 
rr and Q, and then the desired implication follows from Proposition 4.4. 0 
Theorem 4.12 is a rather strong statement which yields, in particular, the following 
classical results of Simon [ 111: 
Corollary 4.13. A language over the alphabet A, is J-recognizable if and only if it 
belongs to the Boolean algebra 33’ generated by the languages of the form L [u] with 
SEA;. 
Proof. We already observed that the languages L [u] are J-recognizable. Conversely, 
given a clopen subset K of fiTnJ, by Theorem 4.12 we may separate any point in K 
from any point in 0, J \ K by taking u E A,* such that one of the points lies in L [u]. 
By compactness of Q,,J\K, it follows that we may separate this set from each 
point of K by taking clopen sets which are Boolean combinations of sets of the form 
L [u]. By compactness of K, we conclude that K itself is also a Boolean combination 
of such sets. Hence Kn A,* lies in the Boolean algebra .9?. 0 
Corollary 4.14. A language over the alphabet A, is J-recognizable if and only if it 
is a union of - ,-classes for some k. 
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Proof. Since A,*/-k E J, clearly unions of -k- classes are J-recognizable. Converse- 
ly, suppose that L CA,* is J-recognizable. Then, just take for k an upper bound for 
the lengths of words u EA,* that intervene in a Boolean expression of L in terms of 
languages L [u]. 0 
We finally come to Simon’s problem. Recall that we define on A,* the following 
metric: for u, u EA,*, d(u, u) = 2? where r is the largest integer such that u-~ u. 
Note that d(u, u) I 2~’ if and only if o E L,.(u). Hence, a sequence o = (w~)~ in A; 
converges in the completion of A,X with respect to d if and only if, for all rE IN, 
there is some k, such that, for all k~k,., w,~L,.(w~,); thus, if and only if, for all 
r.stN and ueA,*, (T lies almost all either in L,(u) or in its complement. But, the 
class of all L CA,* such that (T lies almost all either in L or in its complement is 
clearly closed under complement and finitary union, and so it is a Boolean algebra. 
Using Corollary 4.14, we conclude that (T is a Cauchy sequence in (AZ, d) if and on- 
ly if (T lies almost all in L or in its complement for every J-recognizable L c fi; J, 
i.e., o converges in a:J (cf. Proposition 2.1). We summarize these results as 
follows: 
Theorem 4.15. The completion of (A,*, d) is homeomorphic to 0: J and therefore 
it is countable. 0 
Remark. In Theorem 4.11, we determined a basis of identities for the variety of 
semigroups with a unary operation generated by J. However, since members of J 
are o-semigroups, it appears more satisfactory to determine a basis for the quasi- 
identities (implications) which hold in J. It seems natural to expect that one just 
needs to add the implication x=x* * x=x0 but we have not established this. 
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